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A Comparative Analysis between Islamic Banks and Conventional Banks
in Indonesia Before and After Global Financial Crisis
Lina Nugraha Rania,∗, and Eko Fajar Cahyonoa
a Universitas

Airlangga, Economics and Business Faculty, Islamic Economics Department

Abstract
The objective of this study is to elaborate the comparison and examine the stability level between Islamic
and conventional banks operational in Indonesia during the period of before and after Global Financial Crisis
(GFC). The impact of Global Financial Crisis on Islamic and conventional banks was analyzed using the tests
of IRF (Impulse Response Function) and Variance Decomposition Analysis (VDA) which existed in the VAR
(Vector Autoregressive) Method. The pre (GFC) period used in this study is between January 2003 and July
2007, whereas the post GFC is between August 2007 and December 2016. The results of this study are that
Conventional and Islamic Banks are affected by macroeconomic conditions and macroeconomic turmoil in
the period before and after the global financial crisis. The results of contrasting research are the responses
and the effect of macroeconomic indicators on banks higher pre the GFC occurs than after the occurrence of
GFC.
Keywords: GFC; financing; deposit; macroeconomic indicators

Abstrak
Tujuan dari penelitian ini adalah untuk menguraikan perbandingan dan menguji tingkat stabilitas antara
operasional bank syariah dan konvensional di Indonesia selama periode sebelum dan sesudah Krisis
Keuangan Global (KKG). Dampak Krisis Keuangan Global pada bank syariah dan konvensional dianalisis
dengan menggunakan tes IRF (Impulse Response Function) dan Variance Decomposition Analysis (VDA)
yang ada dalam Metode VAR (Vector Autoregressive). Periode pra (KKG) yang digunakan dalam penelitian
ini adalah antara Januari 2003 dan Juli 2007, sedangkan pasca KKG adalah antara Agustus 2007 dan
Desember 2016. Hasil penelitian ini adalah bahwa Bank Konvensional dan Islam dipengaruhi oleh kondisi
ekonomi makro dan gejolak ekonomi makro di periode sebelum dan sesudah krisis keuangan global.
Hasil dari penelitian yang bertolak belakang adalah respon dan pengaruh indikator ekonomi makro pada
perbankan yang lebih tinggi sebelum KKG terjadi dibandingkan setelah terjadinya KKG.
Kata kunci: Krisis Keuangan Global (KKG); pembiayaan; dana pihak ketiga; indikator makroekonomi
JEL classifications: E43; E44; E6; G2; G3

1. Introduction

first major investment bank, and the severe financial problems experienced by large scale financial

The Global Financial Crisis began in August 2007
when several high risk mortgage-backed securi-

institutions in The United States, Europe, and Japan
(Bank Indonesia 2009).

ties (subprime mortgage) in The United States

During an economic crisis, banks as financial in-

were frozen by BNP Paribas France. This was then

stitutions take part in the happening of the crisis

worsen by the collapse of Lehman Brothers, the

to a certain degree. It is known that one cause of
the Global Financial Crisis was the failure of Ameri-

∗ Corresponding

Author: 4 Airlangga Street, Surabaya, East
Java, Indonesia. Email: linanugraha@feb.unair.ac.id.

can banks in complying with financing regulations.
According to Norgren (2010), violation of these reg-
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ulations is one of the crisis precipitating factors.

recoup their original capital by selling their share

Furthermore, various innovations of financial prod-

of the business at the prevailing market price. Be-

ucts, which become a picture of financial liberal-

ing real partners, Islamic banks would not object to

ism, are also another factor; financial and banking
crises have been closely interconnected since the

owning real assets and are ready to share in the
consequential risk. Clients, too, would be relieved

implementation of financial liberalism (Kaminsky &

with the fact that they will cease to be burdened

Reinhart 1999).

by debts or cringe in fear of seizure of assets via

Global Financial Crisis has an impact on Indone-

repossession (Othman et al. 2012).

sian economy. This can be seen from the fluctuation

Operating a bank in Islamic Bank actually increases

in capital market and money market by the occur-

the stability of the banking system because it en-

rence of a decrease in capitalization value, stock

courages banks to diversify their investments to

trades volume, foreign ownership in stocks, gov-

minimize risk and increase profits. This procedure

ernment bonds and Bank Indonesia certificates, as

in turn tends to attract more investors and thereby

well as in the Rupiah exchange rate against The
United States Dollar. Other impacts of the crisis

helps banks operate more efficiently. The Shariah

are transferred funds by foreign investors to lower

business laws. The first is the principle of the lender

risk investments and a slump in export commodity

and borrower sharing in the latter is profit and loss.

prices which bring negative effects to export busi-

The second is fix charges established beforehand.

ness and trigger layoffs. This downfall in business

The third is assessing no interest, and the fourth is

activities results in economic and banking industry

lender-borrower collaboration (Said 2012).

decline (Bank Indonesia 2009).

According to Ibrahim & Sufian (2014) Islamic banks

Islamic Banks operate under Islamic Islamic prin-

have been able to show as a bank that has be-

ciples. According to a fatwa from National Shariah
Board - Indonesian Council of Ulama No. 07/DSN-

come an alternative for conventional banks in facing

MUI/IV/2000 on Mudarabah Financing, Islamic prin-

evident in the fact that several countries have used

ciples are based on a holy orderfrom Allah SWT in

their banking system to become full Islamic banks

the Koran Surah An-Nisaa Ayah 29. According to

and some countries have implemented a dual bank-

An-Nisaa (4) Ayah 29, Islamic Banks are far differ-

ing system, some of which use the Islamic bank

ent in operational system from conventional banks.

system and some use conventional banks. Islamic

The principles of Islamic Bank emphasize more

banking systems that prohibit interest prove that

that the relation between a bank and its customers

Islamic banks are more resistant to financial and

is a business partnership where they share the

monetary shocks.

business profit and loss, and run the business in

The indicator of Islamic Banks stability in dealing

accordance with the order from Allah SWT.

with Global Financial Crisis, that is their profit, loss,

Islamic banks act as venture capital firms collecting
wealth from the public and investing it. The profit

banking practices operate through four different

global financial problems in recent decades. this is

and risk sharing-based operation, is also suggested
by Othman et al. (2012) who states

generated is then distributed equitably among de-

“The global financial crises would not

positors. Islamic banks are technically investment

arise if the financial system had been im-

partners providing capital to do business, becom-

plemented properly in compliance with

ing part owners of the business. The bank will only

the guidelines and limits laid out in the
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Shari’ah. The issue of risk-sharing can

stability, the purpose of the constitution to assign

demonstrate this point clearly. When com-

preventive and administrative steps in the period of

mercial banks are required to share not

financial system crises, especially by creating coor-

only in the profits but also the losses of
their clients, be it in business investments

dination between the four institutions incorporated
in Financial System Stability Committee (KSSK),

or mortgages, they would practice greater

namely the Minister of Finance as Coordinator, the

prudence in deciding which deals to fi-

Governor of Bank Indonesia and the Commissioner

nance. Their financial returns hinge on the

Council Chief of OJK as Members with voting rights,

performance of the projects.”

and also the Commissioner Council Chief of In-

According to Othman et al. (2012), even after every
crisis in the past, the financial state of Islamic Banks

donesia Deposit Insurance Corporation (IDIC) as
Member without voting rights (IFSA 2017a, 6).

develops just fine. This is shown by the global Is-

The impacts of Global Financial Crisis in 2007 have

lamic financial value which nearly reaches USD 1

been experienced by Islamic Banks and conven-

trillion.
Islamic Banks and conventional banks in Indonesia

tional banks. Islamic Banks and conventional banks
work in the financial services sector (SJK) whose

are two banking systems with different operational

operations take form of public fund raising and distri-

principles which compete to grow their business.

bution. The development of Islamic banks and con-

Islamic Banks in Indonesia which were established

ventional banks up to 2016 based on Indonesian

in 1992 face a challenge of competition with conventional banks which have existed for longer time

Financial Authority Services (IFSA) data (2017b,28)
which is the total assets of Islamic banks 254, 181

and own more operational branches than Islamic

billion rupiahs and conventional banks 6.475 tril-

public banks.

lion rupiahs. And based on Indonesian Financial
Authority Services (IFSA) data (2017b,37) which is

In terms of capital, Islamic Banks are considered in-

the total number of banks in Islamic banks 13 and

adequate. According to Islamic Banking Roadmap

conventional banks 103.

by Financial Services Authority (Indonesian Financial Authority Services/IFSA 2015), it becomes clear

Therefore, this study compares the impacts of

that out of 12 Islamic public banks, there are 10

Global Financial Crisis on Islamic Banks to the ones

banks with an amount of core capital less than Rp

on conventional banks by performing a comparative

2 trillion and none of them owns more than Rp 5

analysis between Islamic Banks and conventional

trillion. This indicates that with less than Rp 5 tril-

banks during the period of before and after the

lion as core capital, Islamic Banks face a challenge

Global Financial Crisis. The purpose of this study

of tight competition with conventional banks which

is to assess the impacts of Global Financial Crisis

own more capital.

on Islamic Banks when compares to conventional

The threatening impacts of Global Financial Crisis

banks before and after the crisis.

on financial system stability in Indonesia have be-

Macroeconomic indicators such as inflation rate,

come a major concern for Republic of Indonesia

overnight interest rate and real effective exchange

government. On March 17, 2016 Republic of In-

rate are the variables most affected by the Financial

donesia government ratified the Law Number 9 year

Crisis. Therefore, this study measures how much

2016 on Prevention and Administration of Financial

influence the macroeconomic variables give Islamic

System Crises. In order to support financial system

and conventional banking and compares them us-
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ing two comparisons, during the period of before

cantly responded to macroeconomic shock before

and after Global Financial Crisis.

and during the 2007 crisis.Meanwhile, Total Third
Party Fund of Islamic banks significantly responded

2. Literature Review

to macroeconomic shock only during the 1997 crisis.
Total Third Party Fund of conventional banks significantly responded to macroeconomic shock in 3

There are few studies which examine the comparison between Islamic banks and conventional banks
during the Crisis. A study from Beck, Demirgüçkunt & Merrouche (2010) compared Islamic banks
to conventional banks in the period of Crisis and
concluded that during the Crisis Islamic banks had

(three) different periods of research namely during
1997 crisis, before and during 2007 crisis. On the
other hand, Total Loan of conventional banks did
not significantly respond to macroeconomic shock
in those 3 (three) periods of research (Kassim &
Shabri Abd. Majid 2010).

owned a good amount of capital, better asset quality and lower disinter mediation function compared
to conventional banks.
A study from Tlemsani & Al Suwaidi (2016) observed and analyzed the performance of Islamic
and conventional banking systems in United Arab
Emirates during the Financial Crisis. The study concluded that the Financial Crisis had affected global
banking system worldwide. However, Islamic banking system showed better performance in terms of
the market share, total asset and non-performing
loans than conventional banking system, which
could be seen from its competitive improved performance compared to conventional banking system
during the period between 2007 and 2008.

3. Method
3.1. Data
In order to carry out a comparative analysis on the
impact of Global Financial Crisis to Islamic Banks
and to conventional banks, this study used Total Financing and Total Third Party Fund in Islamic Banks
and conventional banks as the research object data
as well as macroeconomic data in Indonesia during
the period between January 2003 and December
2016. The type of data used in this study was secondary and monthly, so that there were 168 (one
hundred and sixty eight) total data which were ar-

A study from Kassim & Shabri Abd. Majid (2010)

ranged based on time series. The method applied

compared Islamic banks to conventional banks dur-

in collecting data was documentation study. Doc-

ing the period of before and after the Crisis. The

umentation study is a method in collecting data

result of the study suggested that Total Loan and To-

conducted by categorizing and classifying mate-

tal Third Party Fund of conventional banks tended

rial evidence related to the study discussion. The

to be negative during the Crisis and positive before

source of data from Financial Services Authority,

the Crisis. Meanwhile, Total Financing and Total

Central Bank of Indonesia, and Central Bureau of

Third Party Fund of Islamic banks tended to be

Statistics Indonesia.

positive whether during or before the Crisis.

The basis for determining variables used in this

Furthermore, the test result of IRF (Impulse Re-

study is in compliance with a study from Kassim

sponse Function) which measured macroeconomic

& Shabri Abd. Majid (2010) which appointed a

shock to Islamic banks and conventional banks im-

few specific variables for Islamic Banks and con-

plied that Total Financing of Islamic banks signifi-

ventional banks namely Total Financing/Total Loan
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and Total Third Party Fund; whereas the macroe-

ities in the form of reduction and give them a test

conomic variables were Overnight Interest Rate,

using historical data which will result in a prediction

Inflation Rate, Economic Performance measured

based on the available data. The probability distri-

by data of Industrial Production Index, and Rupiah
Exchange Rate.

bution model itself is applied to predict errors and
comparable to error forecasting on the sample the

The basis for determining the period of Global Fi-

distribution observes (Sims 1986).

nancial Crisis is in compliance with Bank Indonesia

According to Kassim & Shabri Abd. Majid (2010),

(2009) i.e. began in August 2007. Therefore, the

lagged values are determined through VAR based

research period of pre Global Financial Crisis was

on the Akaike Information Criteria (AIC). The time

between January 2003 and July 2007 and the research period of post Global Financial Crisis was

series variable data in this research were given
a stationary test using unit root test from Phillips-

between August 2007 and December 2016.

Perron (PP). Furthermore, the unit root test in this
study was complemented with Augmented DickeyFuller (ADF) test.

3.2. Research Methodology
The research methodology applied in this comparative analysis of Global Financial Crisis impacts on Is-

In accordance with VAR methodology, the research
equation model is as follows:
x1 = {ONR, EC, INF, REXCH, CBDEP}

(1)

x2 = {ONR, EC, INF, REXCH, IBDEP}

(2)

not to obtain parameter estimates, but to assess

x3 = {ONR, EC, INF, REXCH, CBLOAN}

(3)

empirical regularities in the data or dynamic interac-

x4 = {ONR, EC, INF, REXCH, IBFIN}

(4)

lamic Banks and conventional banks was VAR (Vector Autoregressive) model. According to Ibrahim
& Sufian (2014) the goal of the VAR analysis is

tions among the variables. In the opinion of Amar,
Hachicha & Saadallah (2015) the VAR model is de-

where ONR (Overnight Rate) is per night interest

rived from economic theory and equipped with data.

rate in banking money market (PUAB) transactions,

Also, as the variance-covariance matrix of the resid-

EC (Economy) with the indicator of Industrial Pro-

ual innovations vectors of VAR models may have
non-zero values elsewhere than on its main diago-

duction Index, REXCH (Real Exchange Rate) is

nal, important residual information will be contained

CBLOAN are Total Third Party Fund and Total Loan

in the vector of residual innovations. This means

(Credit) from conventional banks, and IBDEP and

that many variables are subject to correlated im-

IBFIN are Total Third Party Fund and Total Financ-

pulses, even to same impulses, and that the effect

ing from Islamic banks.

Rupiah exchange rate against Dollar, CBDEP and

of a specific shock on the endogenous variables
cannot be isolated.

3.2.1. Impulse Response Function

VAR method has one deep conceptual advantage
in terms of implementing rational expectations on

Impulse Response Function (IRF) was applied to

an equation model: that is by designing a model

analyze the impacts of macroeconomic shock on Is-

relation in the form of a reduced forecasting model

lamic Banks and conventional banks. According to

which is fully explicit. This means there will be only

Kassim & Shabri Abd. Majid (2010), IRF assesses

one which is able to validate assumption probabil-

the shock profile as well as predicts the values of
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4. Results

only the shock impact of each variable could be
seen, it could also be explored to find the meaning of change in the shock. IRF is an invariance
to reorganize research variables in VAR method.
IRF is unique and entirely considers the pattern in
historic correlation between variables. The pattern
is observed from different shocks between those
variables (Pesaran and Shin 1998).

4.1. Descriptive statistics
During the period before the global financial crisis
(GFC) volatility CBLOAN with standard deviation
(SD) 149,638 showed more fluctuation than IBFIN
with SD 3,380. While CBDEP volatility with standard
deviation (SD) 437,189 showed more fluctuation
than IBDEP with SD equal to 6,036.
During the period after the occurrence of the global
financial crisis volatility of CBLOAN with standard

3.2.2. Variance Decomposition Analysis

deviation (SD) 1,085,669 showed more fluctuation
than IBFIN with SD of 72,209. While the volatility of
IBDEP with SD of 77,179 showed more fluctuation
than CBDEP with standard deviation (SD) 35,813.

Variance Decomposition Analysis (VDA) was applied to interpret the relation between variables

Comparison of CBLOAN volatility before and after

used in this study. According to Kassim & Shabri

GFC with SD of 149,638 and 1,085,669 showed a

Abd. Majid (2010), VDA is a causality test which

very high increase of fluctuation. While the volatility

indicates a dynamic system between variance par-

of CBDEP before and after GFC with SD of 437,189

tition from a forecast error on a particular variable

and 35,813 showed a decrease of fluctuation that

and innovation (or shock) proportion on each vari-

is not high.

able in the system, including its own variable. In
VDA, still according to Kassim & Shabri Abd. Majid

Comparison of IBFIN volatility before and after GFC
ie with SD 3,380 and 72,209 showed a very high

(2010), each variable is optimally measured from

increase of fluctuation. While the volatility of IBDEP

its lagged values, which then will show all forecast
error variance calculated from its own disruption.

before and after GFC with SD 6.036 and 77,179
showed a very high increase of fluctuation.

This is commonly observed under applied research,
where is typical for variance to explain almost all
forecast error variance in short term and a smaller

4.2. Results of unit root tests

proportion of it in long term.

4.3. Impulse Response Function (IRF)
Meanwhile, according to Zaidi, Karim & Kefeli
(2005), VDA is applied to assess the magnitude

4.3.1. Before Global Financial Crisis

of the inflicted impact. Therefore, by applying VDA
the inflicted impact of Global Financial Crisis on

Based on Figure 1 and 2, DLNCBLOAN and DL-

Islamic Banks and conventional banks in Indonesia

NIBFIN variables, both variables responded to the

was possible to be calculated so that a comparison

variable shocks of the DONR and DLNREXCH vari-

could be made to find out which of the two systems

ables and responded negatively, and responded

was more influenced by the Crisis.

to the zero DLNEC variable shock approaching
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Table 1: Summary Statistics Variable

Figure 1: Response of CBLOAN to ONR, EC, INF and REXCH

Figure 2: Response of IBFIN to ONR, EC, INF and REXCH

zero. There is a difference in the response of DL-

and DLNIBFIN responds positively.

NCBLOAN and DLNIBFIN variables to the DINF
variable, which DLNCBLOAN responds negatively

Based on Figure 1 and 2, DLNCBLOAN and DLNIBFIN variables, both variables responded to the
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Table 2: ADF dan PP Unit Root Tests use in Period Before GFC

Figure 3: Response of CBDEP to ONR, EC, INF and REXCH

variable shocks of the DONR and DLNREXCH vari-

and DLNIBFIN responds positively.

ables and responded negatively, and responded
to the zero DLNEC variable shock approaching
zero. There is a difference in the response of DLNCBLOAN and DLNIBFIN variables to the DINF
variable, which DLNCBLOAN responds negatively

DLNCBDEP and DLNIBDEP variables, both variables responded to the presence of variable shock
on DINF variable responded positively. There are
differences in DLNCBDEP and DLNIBDEP response variables to DLREXCH variables, where
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Table 3: ADF dan PP Unit Root Tests use in Period After GFC

Note: Significance at : *10, **5 and ***1 percent levels.

Figure 4: Response of IBDEP to ONR, EC, INF and REXCH
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4.4. Variance Decomposition Analysis

responds negatively.

4.3.2. After Global Financial Crisis
Based on Figure 5 and 6, DLNCBLOAN and
DLNIBFIN variables, both variables respond to
variable shocks on the DONR variable and responded asymptotically, small and close to zero. DLNCBLOAN variable responds positively to DLNEC

This study measures VDA on banking variables and
macroeconomic indicators based on research from
Kassim & Shabri Abd. Majid (2010). According to
Kassim & Shabri Abd. Majid (2010) VDA is used to
measure interactions among banking variables with
macroeconomic indicators. VDA compares Conventional Banks and Sharia Commercial Banks.

variable shock while DLNIFIN variable responds
shock DLNEC variable in 1 to 3 period positively

Based on Tables 4 and 5, it shows that the CBLOAN,

and after period 4 responds negatively.

CBDEP, IBLOAN, IBFIN variables can be explained

There is a difference in the response of DLNCBLOAN and DLNIBFIN variables to the DINF
variable, which by DLNCBLOAN is positively responded while DLNIBFIN responds negatively. DLNCBLOAN and DLNIBFIN variables, both variables
respond to variable shocks on the DLNREEXCH
variable and respond negatively.
Based on Figure 7 and 8, there are differences

by the ONR, EC, INF and REXCH variables. The
CBLOAN, CBDEP, IBFIN, IBDEP variables were
able to explain their own variables up to the 10th
month period in the period before the GFC where
the lowest rates were 68%, 74%, 79%, and 67%.
While the period after GFC Variables CBLOAN, CBDEP, IBFIN, IBDEP able to explain its own variables
up to the 10th month period with the lowest level
86%, 97%, 85%, and 80%.

in response of DLNCBDEP and DLNIBDEP variables to the DONR variable, which by DLNCBDEP

The macroeconomic indicator variables ONR, EC,

responded positively while DLNIBDEP responded

INF and REXCH based on Tables 4 and 5 affect the

asymptotically, small and close to zero. There are

CBLOAN, CBDEP, IBFIN, IBDEP banking variables

variations in response DLNCBDEP and DLNIBDEP

averaging not exceeding 5% in the periods before

variables to DLNEC variables, where DLNCBDEP

and after the GFC. The REXCH variable gives the

responded positively while DLNIBDEP responded

highest influence on the CBLOAN and IBFIN vari-

asymptotically, small and close to zero in period

ables compared to other macroeconomic indicator

1–7, after the 8th period responded negatively.

variables. The effect of GFC on CBLOAN was 7%

There is a difference in the response of DLNCB-

and IBFIN 9% in the period before GFC whereas

DEP and DLNIBDEP variables to the DINF variable,

in the period after GFC the effect on CBLOAN was

which by DLNCBDEP responded positively in period 1–4, after period 5 close to zero, while DLNIB-

7% and IBFIN 8%.

DEP responded negatively. There is a difference

The REXCH variable gives the highest influence on

of DLNCBDEP and DLNIBDEP variable responses

the CBDEP and IBDEP variables compared to other

to the DLNREXCH variable, which by DLNCBDEP

macroeconomic indicator variables. The effect of

responded positively in the period 1–5, after pe-

GFC on CBLOAN is 8% and IBFIN 5% in the period

riod 6 close to zero, while DLNIBDEP responded

after GFC while in the period after GFC its effect on

negatively

CBLOAN is 1% and IBFIN 2%.
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Figure 5: Response of CBLOAN to ONR, EC, INF and REXCH

Figure 6: Response of IBFIN to ONR, EC, INF and REXCH

Figure 7: Response of CBDEP to ONR, EC, INF and REXCH

Figure 8: Response of IBDEP to ONR, EC, INF and REXCH

5. Conclusion

donesia, both conventional banks and Sharia Commercial Bank. Based on testing of the impact of

This study aims to analyze and compare the im-

macroeconomic turmoil, through indicators ONR
(Overnight Rate), EC (Economic), INF (Inflation)

pact of macroeconomic turmoil on banks in InEconomics and Finance in Indonesia Vol. 64 No. 2, December 2018
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Table 4: Variance Decompositions of Loans (Financing)

and REXCH (Foreign Exchange Rate) by using the

mercial Banks shows that all macroeconomic indica-

VAR method through IRF (Impulse Response Func-

tors are ONR (Overnight Rate), EC (Economic), INF

tion). The IRF results show that Third Party Funds

(Inflation) and REXCH (Foreign Exchange Rate)

and Loans to Conventional Banks and Sharia Com-

using the VAR method through IRF (Impulse Re-

mercial Banks respond to macroeconomic indica-

sponse Function) effect on Third Party Funds and

tors change volatility and have positive and negative

Loans at Conventional Banks and Sharia Commer-

effects.

cial Banks. Where the REXCH variable has the highest influence compared to other macroeconomic

Based on VDA testing the influence of macroeco-

indicator variables.

nomic indicators fluctuation on Third Party Funds
and Loans at Conventional Banks and Sharia Com-

The results of research based on IRF (Impulse Re-
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Table 5: Variance Decompositions of Deposit

sponse Function) and VDA (Variance Decomposi-

Commercial Banks are affected by macroeconomic

tion Analysis) show that both Sharia Commercial

conditions and macroeconomic fluctuations. The

Banks and Conventional banks respond to macroeconomic shocks such as ONR (Overnight Rate),

results of this study can provide government information and banking regulator in providing a policy.

EC (Economic), INF (Inflation) and REXCH (Foreign Exchange Rate) with before and after Global

Some implications based on the results of this study

periods Financial Crisis. The results of the study

can be input to banking policies, namely having

show that Sharia Commercial Bank responds to

to pay attention to macroeconomic conditions, especially on the variables, namely ONR (Overnight

macroeconomic shocks in contrast to the opinion of
the research by Ibrahim & Sufian (2014) and Oth-

Rate), EC (Economic), INF (Inflation) and REXCH

man et al. (2012), which states that Sharia Commer-

(Foreign Exchange Rate). Banks are expected to

cial Banks are more stable against macroeconomic

take their business decisions carefully and always

shocks than conventional banks. The result of this

carry out risk management and pay attention to

research is that Conventional Banks and Sharia

the stability and soundness of the bank. Banks are
expected to make their business decisions also

Economics and Finance in Indonesia Vol. 64 No. 2, December 2018
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must comply with the rules of the Central Bank and
the Financial Service Authority and specifically for
Shariah Commercial Banks must also comply with
the rules of Shariah Board. The results of this study
are expected to be developed to be able to measure

[7]

the risks faced by banks related to macroeconomics
to avoid financial instability.
[8]
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